Recoding Instructions
How to recode the SS50 COMBI
Lock Diagram

Code Indicator

Re-code Tool

Body Sleeve

Instructions
wheel back until the required number lines
up with the code indicator, you will feel it
click into place. You may rotate the wheel in
either direction. Ensure that the number
lines up with the code indicator.

1. The lock is pre-set at 00000. Set the
wheels to this code then pull the body
sleeve to open it. The code can only be
changed when the lock is open.

2. To set your own code, first write down
your new code in the box provided below.
Choose a code which is easy to remember
but is not easily guessed.

5.

Repeat instructions 3-4 for the additional
wheels you wish to change.

3. Insert the re-code tool into the wheel you

6.

Close shackle and test the code by pushing
and pulling the body sleeve to close and
open the padlock

7.

Your lock is now ready to use.

8.

Remember to scramble the wheels when
closing the lock.

wish to change.

4. Using the re-code tool as a lever, rotate

the wheel to the required number, then
go past the code indicator until the lever
stops on the lock body, now turn the

Record your code & store in a safe place
IMPORTANT - Lubricate frequently with WD40 or a light oil
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